A __-phone will fit in your pocket better
Choose your service __ carefully, you may have it a while
A new, abbreviated language has evolved for __ messaging
Many phones have calculators, address books and an __ clock
You may be able to use your phone as a __ for your computer
Women especially like custom decorative cell phone __
You can get phones and accessories at several shopping mall __
Some PDAs have touchscreens that you use with a __
Cell phones use a network of antennas, most are on __
New phones are capable of playing MP3s, __, and even TV
Extendable, compact, or internal
Many phones have __, though the image quality varies
If you travel, don't forget to bring this
When a phone loses its connection, the call is __
Your __ may expire or roll-over depending on your plan
In some places you can buy __-__ cell phones for short-term use
__ Providers: Cingular, Verizon, AT&T Wireless, etc
More older __ now have phones for their parents' convenience
Make sure your chosen network has the __ you need
Most PDAs and email devices have a full __ for typing
The best part about cell phones is that they are __
The FAA and FCC currently prohibit using phones on __ during flight
New wireless accessories for connecting to your cell phone
If you're going to drive, you should use a __-__ device
New brand of simple cell phones marketed to seniors
You can download a wide variety of __ for your phone
Email devices: Q, Treo, Palm, and __
LG, Motorola, Nokia, Samsung, etc
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